
 

 

 

 

October 31, 2019 
The Honorable Richard Blumenthal 
706 Hart Senate Office Building 
Washington, D.C. 20510 
 
 
RE: September 25, 2019 Letter on Safety 
 
Dear Senator Blumenthal, 
 
Uber is deeply committed to the safety of our riders and drivers. Sexual violence is a global epidemic that 
impacts every industry and community. One in six American women has been the victim of an attempted 
or completed rape in her lifetime , and 80 percent of rapes and sexual assaults go unreported to 1

authorities. A company at the size and scale of Uber, who facilitating more than 16 million trips a day 
globally, Uber is not immune to this devastating crime and seeks to be part of the solution. 
 
Immediately upon joining the company, our Chief Executive Officer, Dara Khosrowshahi was clear that 
safety was the top priority. Since that moment in 2017, Uber has made significant investments in safety 
including building new safety features within the app, investing in cutting-edge technology, changing our 
policies, and hiring more staff.  
 
Collectively our leadership believes Uber has a responsibility to help keep people safe and recognizes that 
we must all constantly work to improve safety. Technology can make travel safer than ever before and 
our team of safety engineers has developed innovative new features to provide riders and drivers peace of 
mind when it comes to safety. We are proud that we’ve announced more safety features in the last year 
than we did in the previous eight, including: 
 

● Safety Toolkit: Centralizes key safety information and features for riders and drivers all in one 
place in the app. Riders can find safety tips, learn about driver screenings, insurance and our 
Community Guidelines. 

 
● 911 Emergency Button: In May 2018, we launched an emergency button in the app which 

connects riders and drivers directly to 911 through the app in the event of an emergency. The 911 
feature displays a rider’s real-time location (both on the map and as an address) as well as the car 
make/model and license plate number so riders and drivers can easily share that information with 
the 911 operator. 

 

1 National Institute of Justice & Centers for Disease Control & Prevention, Prevalence, Incidence and Consequences 
of Violence Against Women Survey (1998). 
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○ 911 Integration: We’ve partnered with RapidSOS to integrate our information with 
250+ 911 centers around the country so far. This means if a rider or driver uses the 
emergency button, key trip details and driver information will be digitally sent to 911 
dispatcher without the need to verbally communicate them to the operator.  

 
○ Text to 911: Our newest option includes an option to text 911 in cities and counties that 

support this technology. We’ll automatically draft a text message that includes trip details 
like the car’s make and model, license plate, and location so that 911 operators can 
respond quickly. 

 
● RideCheck: In September 2019, Uber rolled out RideCheck which is a technology that can detect 

a potential crash or an unexpected long stop and then sends a proactive checks-in to both the rider 
and driver to offer assistance. Options are surfaced in the app that provide quick access to key 
safety tools so riders and drivers can take action and get the help that they may need.  

 
● Bike Lane Alerts: We’ve rolled out Bike Lane Alerts in more than 200 cities around the world 

which includes an in-app notification when riders are being dropped off near a bike lane. This 
reminder helps make sure riders are looking out for cyclists before they open the door, which can 
improve safety for everyone. 
 

● Verify Your Ride: To make sure riders get in the right car, they will soon be able to choose to 
receive a unique four-digit PIN to verbally provide to their driver. The driver will only be able to 
start the trip in the app once the correct PIN has been entered. Moving forward, Uber is also 
developing new technology that uses ultrasound waves to automatically verify the correct rider is 
in the right car, no PIN needed.  

 
● On-Trip Reporting: Riders no longer have to wait until after they get out of the car to report a 

problem to Uber. Soon, riders will see a “Report Safety Incident” option in their safety toolkit 
(the blue shield icon) that will let them report a safety issue during their trip. Uber’s safety team 
will follow up after the trip.This is part of our efforts to encourage reporting by multiple, 
convenient channels for people to report issues.  

 
● Improved Real-Time ID Check: In 2016, Uber announced Real-Time ID Check, which helps 

ensure that the driver behind the wheel matches the account in our system. We started with basic 
selfies, and our most recent enhancement prompts a driver to perform a random series of basic 
movements—blinking, smiling and/or turning their head—to add another layer of security. 
 

● Push Notifications/Banners: We send reminders to riders as part of our “Check Your Ride” 
campaign. These reminders include the color, make and model of the car as well as the driver's 
name in order to ensure riders get into the correct vehicle. 
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These new features build on the safety benefits that were already part of Uber, including: 
 

● Designated Driver: Riders can push a button for a ride and avoid drunk driving.  2

 
● Driver/Car Information: Riders are given the driver’s name, photo, make and model of the car 

and license plate number when they request a trip. 
 

● GPS Tracking: Each trip is GPS tracked so there is a record of the trip and pertinent information 
is included on the receipt and trip history.  

 
● Share Trip Feature: Riders and drivers can share their trip so friends and family are able to 

follow them on a map in real time, and know when they’ve arrived. Riders can also pre-program 
contacts who they will be regularly prompted to share their trip with. 

 
● Anonymized Contacts: Uber uses technology to anonymize phone numbers when riders and 

drivers contact each other through the app, and we’ve taken steps to anonymize exact pick-up and 
drop-off addresses in the driver’s trip history.  

 
● Cross-Street Feature: Riders can use cross-streets rather than an exact address as pick-up and 

drop-off locations for an added layer of privacy.  
 

● Two-Way Feedback: We have a two-way feedback system where riders and drivers can rate 
each other and provide comments. This information is reviewed by our 24-7 support team. 

 
● Driver Hour Limits/Speed Alerts: We limit the number of hours a driver can take trips on the 

app without a continuous break and drivers can set up in-app alerts if they are speeding.  
 
Uber is happy to have the opportunity to answer the specific questions laid out in your letter. 
 
Respectfully Submitted, 
 
 
 
Justin Kintz  
Vice President, Global Public Policy  
Uber Technologies, Inc.  
 
  

2 https://www.uber.com/us/en/community/safety/drunk-driving-prevention/ 
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Question #1) Please explain Uber's process for dealing with a report of sexual assault or 
harassment. 
 
As ridesharing options like Uber have grown quickly over the past several years and people are using 
them more regularly in their daily lives, we know that we have a responsibility to cooperate with law 
enforcement investigations, while also protecting the privacy of our users. 
 
The types of incidents our team handles encompass a wide spectrum, and therefore there is no “one size 
fits all” approach to dealing with them. We review each case, which typically are reported to Uber 
through our app, individually based on the information available to us.  
 

We have a dedicated team to address any urgent issues. We created this specialized team in 2017 to 
handle more serious safety reports in an effort to implement targeted training and improve how we 
support riders and drivers in these difficult situations. We’ve elevated our training and designed a 
program centered on victims so we can approach these situations with even greater care. 

 
We also have a global law enforcement team made up of former law enforcement professionals who 
have the expertise to handle requests from public safety officials during active investigations.  They are 3

on call to interact with law enforcement and share information quickly when time is critical. If we 
believe an individual is a danger to themselves or others, we will take appropriate action that may 
include deactivation and even reporting to law enforcement.  In the case of a sexual assault for 
example, we instruct agents to provide survivors with contact information that will allow them to reach 
law enforcement, as well as connect with crisis support services.  
 
Not all survivors of sexual assault want to report to law enforcement or contact a crisis center. Both 
survivors and sexual assault advocacy experts have told us repeatedly that preserving survivors' agency is 
critically important; it should be up to survivors whether to share their stories, and that includes whether 
to report an incident to law enforcement.  We do our best to respect a survivor’s right to control with 4

whom they share their story. Several months ago we started looking into the process of implementing an 
optional customer support protocol where we would advise that what is being reported may be a crime to 
give people the option to allow us to contact law enforcement on their behalf. 
 
Over the last two years, we've enhanced our investigative responsive processes and Community 
Guidelines.  Serious incidents such as sexual assault are reviewed by our specialized team with an eye 5

towards a survivor-centric response, and our responses are developed with guidance from advocates in 
this space. We give significant weight to the statement given by a reporting party, as well as relevant facts 
that our investigation may reveal, and take action in accordance with the survivor’s report and additional 
information we can collect. 

3 https://www.uber.com/newsroom/safety-and-security/  
4 https://twitter.com/RALIANCEOrg/status/1177029586854588416  
5 https://www.uber.com/legal/community-guidelines/us-can-en/  
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With any serious report of serious sexual misconduct, we immediately remove the person in question’s 
access to the Uber app (i.e., rider or driver) while we review the matter, which includes speaking with 
both the rider and driver involved. We also work with police to support their investigation through the 
appropriate process. 
 
We review each case individually based on the information available to us. We give significant weight to 
the statement given by a reporting party, as well as relevant facts that our investigation may reveal, and 
take action in accordance with the survivor’s report and additional information we can collect. There are 
circumstances where we have a zero tolerance policy for serious incidents like sexual assault, which 
means a single report can result in permanently removing a user from the app. Uber may also take action 
on an account whenever it’s determined that the circumstances warrant such action. 
 
In addition, in partnership with RAINN, the nation's largest anti-sexual violence organization, we created 
educational videos that we send to riders and drivers if they are reported for issues such as inappropriate 
comments or flirting.   6

 
Question #2) Do you report the incident to law enforcement? Will you commit to making the 
details of these procedures available to the public through your app?  
 
As mentioned above, the types of incidents our team handles encompass a wide spectrum, and we are 
made aware of safety incidents through a variety of methods. That said, safety incidents are typically 
reported to Uber through our app. Riders can use the “Report Safety Incident” tool to report a safety issue 
during or after their trip. This tool enables a simple and convenient method for people to report issues.  
 
We have consulted with experts on the question of whether Uber should report the details of an incident 
that occurs to one of our riders to law enforcement, and the consistent advice we have received is that it 
should be the victim’s choice to report an incident to police, not Uber’s. RALIANCE, a coalition of the 
leading organizations working on sexual violence prevention issues said the following about Uber’s 
reporting policies in their blog: 
 

“Uber’s stance on allowing survivors to decide whether or not to report to law 
enforcement is survivor-centered and informed by conversations with anti-sexual 
violence organizations such as RALIANCE and the National Alliance to End Sexual 
Violence (NAESV). In fact, NAESV has a longstanding policy of not supporting any 
policies or initiatives that require mandated law enforcement reporting in adult sexual 
assault cases.”  7

 
Uber supports a survivor’s right to make that decision in their own time. Different survivors have 
different reasons to, and desired outcomes from, reporting what they went through to Uber. Some report 

6 https://www.rainn.org/uber  
7https://www.raliance.org/raliance-supports-policies-that-empower-survivors-to-make-choices-for-themselves/ 
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the incident to us because they would like to prevent their assailant from inflicting trauma onto someone 
else, but have concerns about others finding out. They could be an undocumented immigrant, worried 
about being believed or have personal or cultural reasons that prevent them from sharing their ordeal 
more widely. 
 
We offer survivors assistance should they express their desire to report an incident to law 
enforcement, including assistance to facilitate reporting to law enforcement if the victim requests it. 
Uber provides individuals with information to give to the police and resources to get help, including 
information about how to contact the national sexual assault hotline operated by RAINN, which 
then connects them to local resources for help. We also provide information on our process to 
collaborate with law enforcement and provide information should an individual choose to file a 
police report. If a victim does choose to file a report with law enforcement, Uber has a 24/7 team 
available to respond to law enforcement requests. When police contact us regarding a report of 
sexual assault or other safety incident, we work to get them the information they need quickly 
through proper legal processes. 
 
Question #3) What steps do you take to ensure that drivers who assault or harass riders are 
permanently prohibited from driving for Uber? What steps are you taking to ensure that 
victims are informed of whether the drivers they report for such behaviors still work with 
your companies?  
 
Uber does not tolerate sexual assault and will ban from our platform any user who commits this act. We 
take reports of sexual assault very seriously and when a report of this nature is made against a rider or 
driver we immediately remove that individual’s access to the Uber app while we review the matter, which 
includes an interview with both the rider and driver involved. We also work with police to support their 
investigation through the appropriate process. 
 
As mentioned above, we created a dedicated team in 2017 to handle more serious safety incidents in an 
effort to implement targeted training and improve our response for customers who’ve experienced serious 
safety incidents. The types of incidents this team handles encompass a wide spectrum, and therefore there 
is no “one size fits all” approach to dealing with them.  
 
We review each case individually based on the information available to us. We give significant weight to 
the statement given by a reporting party, as well as relevant facts that our investigation may reveal, and 
take action in accordance with the survivor’s report and additional information we can collect. There are 
circumstances where we have a zero tolerance policy for serious incidents like sexual assault, which 
means a single report can result in permanently removing a user from the app. Uber may also take action 
on an account whenever it’s determined that the circumstances warrant such action. 
 
If the investigation resulted in deactivation, investigators can disclose via a phone call to a reporting party 
that the accused was deactivated if we have a full statement from the reporting party, details are clear, and 
the reporting party is requesting a “conclusion” or is not satisfied with our procedures. 
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Question #4) Will you commit to conducting fingerprint-based, as opposed to name-based, 
background checks? Will you commit to reporting problematic incidents to background 
checking companies, law enforcement, and your competitors, such as Lyft?  
 
Uber conducts millions of rigorous criminal and driving record screenings. While no background check is 
perfect, our process is through, fair and relevant to the work in question. We are always continuing to 
build and strengthen our screening process with the guidance of our Safety Advisory Board, and by 
introducing additional measures to improve safety.  
 
Before a person is able to drive with Uber in the United States,  we complete a screening process that 8

requires an individual’s full name, date of birth, social security number, driver’s license number, a copy 
of his or her driver’s license, vehicle registration, and vehicle insurance.  
 
We work with Checkr, a third party background check provider accredited by the Professional 
Background Screening Association. Checkr runs a Social Security trace and checks the potential driver’s 
driving and criminal history in a series of national, state, and local databases and court record repositories. 
These include the U.S. Department of Justice National Sex Offender Public Website, the federal PACER 
database, and several databases used to flag suspected terrorists.  
 
Upon identifying a potential criminal record, Checkr sends an individual to review the record in-person at 
the relevant courthouse or, if possible, pulls the record electronically. These screenings use information 
that is maintained by national, state, and county level authorities, whose processes may vary by 
jurisdiction. By verifying potential criminal records at the source — the courthouse records — we can 
help ensure that we are checking the most up-to-date records available.  
 
Beyond the initial screening, Uber proactively reruns criminal and motor vehicle checks each year, 
regardless of whether there is a legal obligation to do so. By conducting annual reruns everywhere in the 
U.S., and expanding beyond jurisdictions where we are legally required, we are committed to ensuring 
our screening standards are applied consistently and continuously across the country.  
 
Moreover, since July 2018, Uber has been among the first to invest in new screening technology that 
rapidly monitors and identifies new criminal offenses through a number of data sources.  An extension of 9

Uber’s screening process, this technology helps ensure there is continuous reporting of new reviewable 
events that occur between scheduled reruns. Consistent with our current criteria, if we are notified of a 
new disqualifying criminal charge or conviction and the driver no longer meets our standards or local 
requirements, the partner will be blocked from the app.  For disqualifying pending charges, the driver will 
remain blocked from the app unless the charge is resolved.  

8 In New York City, all drivers undergo the criminal portion of Uber’s background check process, as described in 
this response.  Drivers in New York City are licensed by the Taxi and Limousine Commission, which runs its own 
driving record and criminal history checks on drivers. 
9 Dara Khosrowshahi, Getting serious about safety, Uber Newsroom (Apr. 12, 2018), 
https://www.uber.com/newsroom/getting-serious-safety/ 
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Regarding fingerprint-based background checks, Uber does not believe these should be a requirement for 
a number of reasons.  First, the FBI and state databases that are utilized for fingerprint-based background 
checks have significant gaps that reduce their efficacy and lead to discriminatory outcomes for 
communities of color. Second, as explained above, the process that Uber currently uses is thorough, fair, 
and relevant to the work in question.  
 
The FBI maintains a centralized repository—the Interstate Identification Index (“III”)—to facilitate the 
sharing of criminal history among states.  The III houses federal criminal history information as well as 
state criminal history information that the individual states voluntarily report to the FBI.  The III and 
similar state-level repositories generate “rap sheets,” which are meant to summarize an individual’s 
criminal history.  There are several structural flaws with the III and state repositories that make them 
incomplete and inaccurate sources.  First, the repositories are often missing final disposition information 
(i.e., whether an arrest resulted in a conviction, acquittal, or something else).  The federal repository is 
missing disposition data for about 50% of its arrest records.   And state repositories do not fare much 10

better.  In fact, a 2016 Survey compiled by SEARCH—the national consortium for justice information 
and statistics—shows that 30 states self-reported that less than 80% of arrests in their state repositories 
have final dispositions and 17 states had less than 60%.  Some states register well below 50%, including 
Mississippi (14%), Louisiana (20%), and Colorado (21%).   11

 
Because of this gap, the entities that use fingerprint-based background checks to evaluate for-hire drivers 
often rely on rap sheets that show an arrest event without corresponding disposition information on 
whether the individual was ultimately convicted or acquitted.  As the FBI stated in a 2016 report, “gaps in 
disposition reporting...negatively impact the quality of information shared for employment and licensing 
adjudications.”   While licensing agencies have different processes for evaluating applicants with an 12

incomplete criminal history report, we are aware of at least some for-hire driver licensure bodies that put 
the onus on the applicant with an incomplete rap sheet to obtain a certified court record or other evidence 
showing they were not convicted.  

 

10 See Ellen Nakashima, FBI wants to exempt its huge fingerprint and photo database from privacy protections, 
Wash. Post, June 1, 2016, 
https://www.washingtonpost.com/world/national-security/fbi-wants-to-exempt-its-huge-fingerprint-and-photo-datab
ase-from-privacy-protections/2016/05/31/6c1cda04-244b-11e6-8690-f14ca9de2972_story.html (reporting that the 
FBI’s figures show that 51 percent of all arrests in FBI repository lack final disposition data). 
11 U.S. Dep’t of Justice, Bureau of Justice Statistics, Survey of State Criminal History Information Systems, 2016, 
Table 1, https://www.ncjrs.gov/pdffiles1/bjs/grants/251516.pdf; California State Auditor, California Department of 
Social Services:  Its Caregiver Background Check Bureau Lacks Criminal History Information It Needs to Protect 
Vulnerable Populations in Licensed Care Facilities, Report 2016-126, March 2017, at 43, 
https://www.auditor.ca.gov/pdfs/reports/2016-126.pdf (finding that California Department of Justice is missing 
disposition reports for up to 40% of arrest records). 
12 FBI, Disposition Task Force Best Practices Guide, Preliminary Findings, April 2016, 
https://www.fbi.gov/file-repository/disporev04082016tagged.pdf/view, at 1. 
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Obtaining a record to show that an arrest did not lead to a conviction—in other words, to prove their 
innocence—often requires traveling to a courthouse or arresting agency in another county or state.   And 13

if an arrest did not result in charges, there is likely no court record available; in that instance, the 
individual must seek the record from a prosecutor's office or police department or file a motion to 
expunge the entry on their rap sheet.   These additional barriers are problematic for anyone.  However, 14

they are particularly problematic for minority communities—especially the African-American 
community—whose members are arrested at rates far greater than their representation in the general 
population.   As former Attorney General Eric Holder stated in a 2016 letter to Chicago officials 15

considering a fingerprint background check proposal for TNC drivers: 
 
Requiring fingerprint-based background checks for non-law enforcement purposes can         
have a discriminatory impact on communities of color. With nearly 50% of            
African-American men and 44% of Latino men arrested by age 23 nationwide, the             
practice of denying work based on law enforcement records with incomplete and            
inaccurate information disproportionately disadvantages people who have been arrested.  16

 
Congressional leaders have also raised concerns about using information from the FBI III for employment               
and licensing decisions. Specifically, in June 2015, Senators Leahy and Grassley wrote FBI leadership              
expressing their concern that employment and licensing decisions were based on a criminal history              
repository that was missing disposition information for 50% of arrest records, which “unfairly penalize[s]              
current or prospective workers.”   17

 
A second structural flaw with the repositories used for fingerprint-based background checks is that they 
are missing some criminal events altogether.  One reason is that these repositories typically only capture 
custodial arrest events, which are initiated with a booking and fingerprinting.  Non-custodial arrests (i.e., 
arrests initiated through citations, summons, warrants, and indictments) often do not make it into the 
repositories or, if they do, not until years later.  This issue has very significant practical consequences. 
For example, as of late 2018, the Commonwealth of Virginia’s state repository was missing more than 
750,000 records, including more than 300 murder convictions, 1,300 rape convictions, and 4,600 felony 

13 Madeline Neighly & Maurice Emsell, National Employment Law Record, Wanted:  Accurate FBI Background 
Checks for Employment, July 2013, 
https://s27147.pcdn.co/wp-content/uploads/2015/02/Report-Wanted-Accurate-FBI-Background-Checks-Employmen
t-1.pdf at 18. 
14 U.S. Dept. of Justice, Bureau of Justice Statistics, Improving Access to and Integrity of Criminal History Records 
(July 2005), at 15, https://www.bjs.gov/content/pub/pdf/iaichr.pdf. 
15 Brad Heath, Racial Gap in U.S. Arrest Rates:  ‘Staggering Disparity’, USA Today (Nov. 19, 2014), 
https://www.usatoday.com/story/news/nation/2014/11/18/ferguson-black-arrest-rates/19043207/ (reporting on 2014 
study on 70 police departments across the United States that found that African-Americans are arrested at a rate ten 
times higher than those who are not African-American). 
16 Letter from Eric Holder to Alderman Anthony Beale, (June 2, 2016), 
https://suntimesmedia.files.wordpress.com/2016/06/letter-to-alderman-beale-june-2-2016.pdf. 
17 Letter from Sens. Patrick Leahy & Charles E. Grassley to Hon. James B. Comey, FBI Director (June 26, 2015), 
https://www.judiciary.senate.gov/imo/media/doc/2015-06-26%20CEG,%20Leahy%20to%20FBI%20(Criminal%20
History%20Record%20Information).pdf.  
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assault convictions.   These issues are not unique to Virginia; they are prevalent in other state 18

repositories.   And since the FBI III repository is based, in part, on state repository data, this issue also 19

infects the III.  
 

Over the past five years, over 100 cities, counties, and states have enacted laws governing TNC service. 
Many of these jurisdictions evaluated whether they should require TNC drivers to undergo 
fingerprint-based background checks and concluded that they should not.  In particular, we call your 
attention to the proceedings conducted by the Maryland Public Service Commission in 2016 and the 
California Public Utilities Commission in 2017.  The Maryland PSC conducted a three-month proceeding, 
with a multi-day hearing in which it heard from law enforcement, academic, industry, and background 
check experts.  At the end of the proceeding, the PSC declined to impose a fingerprint background check 
requirement on TNC drivers, finding that Uber’s process (as stipulated in the PSC’s Order) was as 
“comprehensive and accurate” as the fingerprint background check process.   The California PUC 20

similarly declined to require TNC drivers to undergo fingerprint-based background checks after finding 
that fingerprint checks would not add a “demonstratively greater level of safety.”   21

  
Question #5) Do you employ customer service representatives who are trained sexual assault 
victim advocates? What training do employees receive on identifying sexual harassment and 
assault? What training do they receive on responding to these reports using a victim centered 
approach? 
 

We have a dedicated team — which was formed in July 2017— to address any urgent issues. We 
created this specialized team to handle more serious safety reports in an effort to implement targeted 
training and improve how we support riders and drivers in these difficult situations. We’ve elevated our 
training and designed a program centered on victims so we can approach these situations with even 
greater care. Employees on this team receive more targeted training based on years of guidance from 

18 Tom Jackman, Va. Criminal database missing 750,000 cases used for gun and background checks, crime scene 
investigations, Wash. Post (Oct. 28, 2018), 
https://www.washingtonpost.com/crime-law/2018/10/28/va-criminal-database-missing-cases-used-gun-background-
checks-crime-scene-investigations/.  
19 U.S. Gov’t Accountability Office, Criminal History Records:  Additional Actions Could Enhance the 
Completeness of Records Used for Employment-Related Background Checks, GAO-15-162, 
https://www.gao.gov/assets/670/668505.pdf at 21 (finding that 1.6 million dispositions in one audited state could not 
be linked to an arrest because fingerprints were not captured); Jeffrey Benzing, Pennsylvania Police Fail to 
Fingerprint Thousands of Suspect Criminals, Public Source (June 29, 2014), 
https://www.publicsource.org/pennsylvania-police-fail-to-fingerprint-thousands-of-suspected-criminals/ (reporting 
that more than a dozen Pennsylvania counties were missing fingerprints in at least 20% of cases); Jennifer Sullivan, 
State Database Missing Some Criminal Information Used in Background Checks, Seattle Times (June 15, 2015), 
https://www.seattletimes.com/seattle-news/crime/state-database-missing-some-criminal-information-used-in-backgr
ound-checks/ (30% of records missing in Washington repository due to missing fingerprints, including DUIs, 
homicides, and rapes); U.S. Department of Justice, 
Bureau of Justice Statistics, supra n. 15 at 20 (noting that “[t]hirteen states cite and release individuals without 
fingerprinting for all criminal offenses, including felonies”).  
20 In the Matter of Rasier, LLC and Lyft, Inc. , Case No. 9425, Order No. 87957 (Md. PSC 2016). 
21 Decision on Phase III.B. Issue: Criminal Background Checks For Transportation Network Company Drivers, 
Rulemaking 12-12-011, Decision 17-11-010 (Cal. PUC Nov. 13, 2017), at 23. 
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https://www.seattletimes.com/seattle-news/crime/state-database-missing-some-criminal-information-used-in-background-checks/


 

experts in the field, and we believe provide a better experience to customers in their time of need. 
We’ve continued to enhance this team by actively hiring experienced specialists from diverse 
backgrounds such as social services, crisis management and law enforcement, who can manage reports 
of more serious safety incidents and have gone through training on how to deal with difficult issues.  
 
Members of this team participate in a layered training regime that combines classroom education and 
practical training with experienced agents. All safety response agents on this team undergo six weeks of 
training, including sensitive investigations, bias and empathy training, training on issues like sexual 
assault, as well as health and wellbeing trainings. These trainings are guided by experts in the field of 
sexual violence and trauma. Training is progressive in nature with new investigators starting with less 
severe cases and progressing to more severe cases as they demonstrate more experience. 
 
Additionally, members of this team are subject to hiring guidelines that include a minimum of one year 
experience conducting investigations or handling urgent and high-priority issues, such as accidents, safety 
concerns, critical incidents, and insurance claims. 
 
We’ve made substantial investments in both this team and in our safety technology, policies and 
processes. We are very proud of this team’s work and know they approach their jobs with tremendous 
compassion and understanding. We will continue to put safety at the heart of everything we do and 
implement new approaches, based on expert guidance, to the benefit of both our customers and 
employees.  
 
Question #6) Will you commit to ensuring that reports of sexual assault or harassment are 
immediately handled by human reviewers specifically empowered and trained to address 
these issues? Will you publish a detailed account of sexual assault complaints that occur while 
individuals are using the Uber app, as you have been promising for over a year? 
 
As outlined in the answer above, all customer support requests pertaining to a safety issue 
immediately go to a specially trained team. Additionally, over the past several months, we have 
been exploring ways, and are close to implementing, an advocate-led system administered by 
RAINN to offer trauma informed support for the immediate needs of sexual assault survivors. 
RAINN will create and operate a dedicated Uber Survivor Resource Hotline for users referred by 
Uber and will provide confidential individual crisis support and administer the intake process.   22

 
We have also committed to publishing a first of its kind safety report this year that will include data on 
reports of sexual assaults and other serious safety incidents that occur in connection to the Uber platform.

 It is worth noting that both riders and drivers may be the perpetrators of crimes in connection with the 23

Uber platform.  
 

22 https://www.rainn.org/uber 
https://www.usatoday.com/story/news/investigations/2019/10/04/uber-uses-claims-company-for-settlements-sexual-
assault-cases/3857008002/ 
23 https://www.uber.com/newsroom/turning-the-lights-on/ 
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As part of that process, we’ve worked with the National Sexual Violence Resource Center and the Urban 
Institute to develop and implement an open-source Sexual Misconduct and Violence Taxonomy globally 
and have been working with other companies to help them to also do so. For example, TripAdvisor is 
using the taxonomy to help guide a study of safety-related incidents reported in reviews left by travelers 
using their platform.  The taxonomy provides a way to classify incidents reported to us with greater 24

precision and consistency. Prior to this, no uniform industry standard for reporting even existed. 
 

We believe that if we confront the issue of sexual violence and count it consistently, we can make more 
progress to end it. We hope this report can help other companies and deliver best practices beyond Uber 
to prevent sexual violence. 
 
Question #7) Will you commit to suspending marketing campaigns representing your app as 
ensuring a “safe ride home” until you publicly release statistics on the number of assaults and 
incidents of harassment reported against your drivers?  
 
Uber has not used the phrase“safe ride home” since 2016. Since that time, we’ve met with over 200 
gender-based violence prevention and women’s advocacy groups around the world to integrate their 
perspective into our company. Not only has this input changed our marketing efforts, it’s inspired new 
programs such as our bystander intervention pilot, and other major policy changes.Since then, we have 
worked to ensure our safety marketing is reflective of the reality of what is within our control, and 
focused on how our innovative technology and policies can help contribute to the safety of everyone in 
our community.  
 
For example, in 2017 we announced our Driving Change initiative and started partnering with leading 
organizations around the world such as RALIANCE, the National Network to End Domestic Violence 
(NNEDV), NO MORE and the Global Network of Women’s Shelters to help drive awareness, education 
and prevention of sexual assault and domestic violence to millions globally.  We currently have 22 25

partnerships with leading sexual assault prevention organizations around the world that are helping us 
develop things education and awareness initiatives.  
 
Uber partnered with RAINN last year to create educational videos for drivers and riders around a number 
of issues based on our sexual assault and misconduct taxonomy developed with the National Sexual 
Assault Resource Center and the Urban Institute.  We’ve also partnered with NO MORE to develop and 26

send educational information to millions of riders and drivers who use the Uber app.   27

  
We are working with law enforcement, entertainment districts and NO MORE to expand #DontStandBy, 
our bystander intervention partnership in cities including Los Angeles, Las Vegas and Washington DC 
and across college campuses nationwide. Launched in 2018, #DontStandBy is designed to empower and 

24 https://www.nsvrc.org/blogs/tripadvisor-and-business-case-better-safety-information 
25 https://www.uber.com/newsroom/driving-more-change/ 
26 https://www.rainn.org/uber 
27 https://nomore.org/campaigns/driving-change-with-uber/ 
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train the nightlife community—patrons, bar staff and rideshare drivers—to look out for each other and 
help prevent gender-based violence before it happens. 
 
Since 2016, Uber has been working with law enforcement to create rider and driver safety tips, and 
educate the public about our Check Your Ride steps (check the license plate, the make/model of the car, 
and the driver photo that is provided in the app) to verify people are getting into the right car.  
In April, we launched a Campus Safety Initiative to educate college students, riders and drivers on these 
steps and in August we announced multi-year partnerships with leading campus safety experts at the 
International Association of Campus Law Enforcement Administrators (IACLEA) and the National Crime 
Prevention Council (NCPC). Through this collaboration, we developed a Safety Guide that covers some 
of the most important safety topics for college students, including on and off campus safety, sexual 
assault prevention and rideshare safety.   28

 
We have also been working for several years with ECPAT-USA, the National Center for Missing and 
Exploited Children, The McCain Institute and Polaris to do our part in helping address human trafficking 
and provide our drivers with resources to help pinpoint and report issues they may confront on the road.  29

 
This year, we’ve also invested significant marketing resources to drive greater awareness of the recently 
announced safety features described above, which include driver background checks and annual 
screening, the in-app Emergency Button, insurance protections on every trip, phone number 
anonymization, and 24/7 support.  

28 http://ymiclassroom.com/lesson-plans/campus-safety/ 
29 https://www.uber.com/us/en/community/safety/fighting-human-trafficking/ 
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